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In the June 2020 edition of the Shooting Star, members shared photos of native plants from their 

backyard gardens. Native plant gardens have the capacity to enrich our lives in many ways. This is 

especially true these days, when we’re spending more time at home. The beauty of native plants can 

bring endless shades of color and interesting shapes. They also deliver a more fleeting, but no less 

beautiful sight in the form of visiting bees, butterflies, and birds. We can thank native plants for the 

dance of a butterfly and the morning song of a bird in our homes, backyards, and public spaces. This 

article will describe some easy steps on how to grow your own native plant garden from seed.   

Why plant a native plant garden?  

Most members of the California Native Plant Society won’t need encouragement to appreciate native 

species. But before I describe the process of my own nascent native plant garden, first I’ll make the case 

for planting a garden at home (or anywhere else you can). 

Most developed areas, like 

our backyards, have had 

significant disturbance. 

Disturbance is the preferred 

habitat of many non-native 

and invasive weeds. When 

we have control over a patch 

of Earth, many may consider 

inaction to be a decision to 

let nature take its course. I 

would argue that this ignores 

a very recent history of 

radical change to the local 

environment. We may 

consider our backyards as 

something different than 

other beautiful destinations 

we seek to enjoy native 

plants in. But, that 

undisturbed space before it 

became the backside of a 

house would be entirely 

different. There would likely 

be a much richer ecosystem 

thriving in its place. When 

yards and common spaces 

are left to allow the weeds 
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that we’ve introduced to thrive in the environment of disturbance that we’ve created, the ecosystem 

dynamics and the biodiversity contained within are anything but natural. A non-native plant does not 

provide the same value to the rest of life as a native plant does. 

Restoring and caring for native plants on a local level is a call to arms. We have a choice: to encourage 

life in the places we have control over, or to let come what may, which undoubtedly will be a pale 

comparison to what once was. We have an opportunity to be a driver of positive change to protect, 

support, and grow biodiversity. Native plants attract insects and animals with their pollen, nectar, seed, 

by being hosts to insect larvae, and by providing food for birds in the form of those insects who utilize 

plants as hosts. Bringing Nature Home by Doug Tallamy is a great resource that discusses these issues 

further. 

How to plant a native plant garden from seed 

Now is the perfect time to start a garden! Start out by collecting local seed from the flowers you’ve been 

noticing here and there. Just make sure to follow best practices. Don’t collect more than 10-20% of the 

seed produced so that you don’t impact the local population. Never collect in a National Park, and only 

collect on National Forest lands if you have a permit. There’s nothing wrong with moving a little seed 

around your yard, or from your neighbor’s yard, or other unregulated spaces where native plants are 

succeeding. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Collecting Seed: 

 Wait to collect seed until it is mature. Collecting too early will lead to weak or unviable seed. The 

plant continues providing nutrients to the seed as it reaches maturity.  

 Most seed is mature when it has turned from fleshy green to more hardened, sometimes brown, tan 

or speckled, and shiny. They don’t squish easily between your fingers. 

 The bracts and surrounding flower tissue will have dried.  

 Select large healthy seed, free of insect damage. 

 Collect no more than 10-20% of the population so that you don’t impact the plant’s natural spread.  

 Careful observation will help to make sure you get seed after it’s mature, but before it drops. 

 Some species, like lupine, will forcibly eject their seed when it becomes mature, and can be difficult 

to get the timing just right before that happens. Stapling a bag or envelope (right) over the maturing 

seed pods can help you catch the seed. Make sure to only place a bag or envelope over the pods, 

and not flowers. The flowers need to be pollinated before the seed will develop. 

 Remove as much vegetative material as you can or are willing to. If storing long term (over winter), 

seed must be dutifully cleaned of all excess vegetative matter to prevent rot and maintain viability. 

If planting right away or later that season, it’s okay if some vegetative matter remains. 



This article will focus on 

growing plants from 

seed the easy way. 

Some plants can be 

quite difficult to 

germinate and nurture 

in a backyard garden. 

Many species are 

adapted to germinate 

following specific cues in 

the environment, like 

fire, acid, and 

stratification. Fire is the 

cue for many common 

foothill shrubs like yerba 

santa, manzanita, and 

several species of 

Ceanothus. Caustic acids 

like sulfuric acid may 

sound like an odd 

requirement, but in 

nature this is achieved 

by passing through an 

animal’s digestive 

system. Many other 

species are much more willing to germinate.  

Stratification, usually in the form of 

extended contact with moist soil in 

cool (or sometimes warm) 

temperatures, is a common 

germination requirement for native 

plants. This tells the plant that 

winter rains have come and spring 

is soon to arrive. If germinating 

seed to grow individual transplants, 

this can be achieved with a plastic 

bag, some peat moss, and a 

refrigerator. I won’t go into the 

details of the difficult species. For 

many plants, you can directly sow 

seed in the fall time to allow a cold 

stratification over the winter 

months and get great germination 

results. 

Collecting Seed Continued: 

 The materials for collecting seed are easy to come by: paper lunch 

bags, a cardboard box, and maybe a pair of garden gloves, especially 

for plants like thistle, with their spines, and phacelia, with their hairs, 

that can stick into your skin. 

 Paper bags allow seed to continue to dry after harvesting. After seed is 

mature and ready for harvest, they continue to dry and become more 

resilient to rot. If stored in plastic at room temps, the seed may rot. 

 Place the bags of individual collections in a cardboard box, like a shoe 

box. Set in a cool, dry place, safe from rodents to dry for several 

weeks or until planting. 

Golden yarrow, Eriophyllum confertiflorum, offers a splash of 

color contrasted against silvery foliage after many spring 

flowers have senesced. It does well in dry rocky soils and is a 

favorite for visiting pollinators. 



Many factors go into the decision of plant selection. The first may be, what seed can you collect easily? 

Are there remnant native plants in your area that you can collect and encourage to spread? Some things 

to consider when choosing a plant for a specific site are the size of the mature plant, how much sun the 

spot will get, and whether it’s hot and dry or cool and wet.  

 

Layering different plants, colors, and textures gives each garden its own unique character. Planting 

different plants with different blooming periods will keep you interested to watch the progression of 

blooms through the season and will keep pollinators visiting and fed throughout the year. Resources like 

calflora.org, cnps.org/gardening, and calscape.org can give insight into where native plants grow, what 

their requirements are, and how to use them in your landscape. 

Sowing Seed: 

 Prepare soil by cultivating with hand tools or tiller. Create a good seed bed of finely cultivated 

soil, removing rocks and other debris at the surface. 

 Sowing seed in the fall time will expose the seed to a natural cold stratification, or contact with 

moist soil in cool temps for an extended period of time. 

 Keep soil evenly moist while seed is stratifying and while still a seedling after germination. Soil 

should be similar to the moisture of a wrung out sponge, and not soaking wet all the time. 

 Plant seed in furrows aligned contour to the slope so that water doesn’t collect in the furrows and 

wash seed downslope. I label the rows with cut yogurt containers marked with sharpie. 

 Cover with soil so that the seed is planted about 2 x’s its diameter in the soil. Very small seed may 

do fine with just firmly pressing into the soil surface. Careful, don’t wash them away with water. 

 I like to mark seed beds and cover the furrows with play sand which is available at local hardware 

stores (left). This helps me find seedlings and distinguish between my native plants and weeds. 

 Carefully observe the furrows and look for the line of seedlings in your sand row that looks 

different than weeds outside the furrows. Take a picture of the new seedlings to compare over time 

(right). This may help to identify future seedlings as the sand washes away. Label your photos. 

 Thin seedlings so they aren’t too crowded and competing with each other. Each plant will have its 

own favored spacing. 

 Give the new plants plenty of room by weeding regularly. Spring weeds can quickly grow and 

outcompete young natives, especially slower growing perennials. 



Pollinators will also appreciate different flower 

shapes and sizes. Small flowers are often visited by 

smaller bees and wasps. Some small wasps can be 

beneficial insects that parasitize garden pests. 

Larger flowers often attract larger pollinators, like 

bumble bees. Populations of bumble bees have 

been declining for years, and can use all the habitat 

they can get. If you have a vegetable garden 

nearby, it will benefit from the pollinators attracted 

by native plants, ensuring pollination and good fruit 

set in your veggies. 

Several native plants are also host plants to insect 

larvae. Some insects only utilize native plants as 

hosts. Many people know milkweed, Asclepias spp., 

to be the obligate host plant for the imperiled 

monarch butterfly. The western population of 

monarch butterflies has declined 99.4% since the 

1980s. In the foothills, we have several species that 

are hosts to new monarch generations along their 

annual migration from the California coast, east 

over the mountains and back.  

Plant Selection: 

 Site conditions and plant needs must be considered, including hours of sunlight and dry or wet 

conditions. 

 Consider mature plant size and how to complement their features with other plants. 

 Consider specific plants who host native insects like milkweeds, Asclepias spp., for monarch 

butterflies. 

 Different blooming periods, flower shapes, and sizes offer diversity for the gardener and 

pollinator. 

 Besides flowers, utilize and highlight features of the plant including: plant shape and size, 

inflorescence shape, leaf shape, foliage texture and color, and fruit.  

 Lupinus microcarpus var. densiflorus, the whitewhorl lupine, is unique in its white color 

compared to other lupines, and also holds the whorled seed pods in an interesting pattern while in 

fruit. The palmately compound leaf of lupines are a nice contrast to other native plants. 

A bumble bee visiting the rock phacelia, 

Phacelia egena. Many foothill phacelias don’t 

have large showy petals, but still offer an 

interesting element. Like other members of the 

family Boraginaceae, flowers are often borne on 

an inflorescence called a scorpioid cyme. As the 

plant ages, the cyme unfurls producing new 

flowers at the end. The annual P. cicutaria is 

appropriately named the caterpillar phacelia 

because of this interesting feature. Several 

phacelias do well planted from seed. 



The Xerces society is an organization similar to CNPS that advocates for the protection of insect 

biodiversity, and offers lots of information on building habitat for pollinators at xerces.org. Attracting 

Native Pollinators is a great native plant gardener resource published by them. Pollinators.org also has 

good information and plant lists. 

Plant Care: 

Once your plants are seeded, germinated, and weeded, you’ll need to keep them alive. The biggest 

threats in the foothills will likely be heat and drought stress, and of course, gophers and deer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Plant Selection Continued: 

 Contrasting foliage, like the silver blue of the California sand aster, Corethrogyne filaginifolia, 

and lacy leaves of yarrow, Achillea millefolium provide an interesting element all year long (top). 

 Buds and different inflorescence shape can be interesting features to highlight, like the blue field 

gilia, Gilia capitata pictured on the bottom left in bud and bottom right in full bloom. Their 

dense, spherical heads float above other plants. 

 Interplant perennials with annuals when growing from seed. Slower growing perennials may not 

amount to much their first year or two, and complementing them with faster growing annuals will 

help give your garden structure and nurse the young perennials by providing shade.  

 Some perennials may take years to flower and reach their full size, plan ahead. Once established, 

many are amenable to transplanting when done in the right conditions.  

 Transplanting works best in early fall or early spring when temperatures are low, soil moisture is 

readily available, and they have enough time to root down before the short days of winter or the 

heat of summer limit plant growth.    

 Most importantly is to grow what interests you. Love your plants and they’ll love you back. 



While plants are seedlings, keep them evenly moist, but not soaking wet until they establish. Perennials 

may take a full year or two (or more) to become truly established, and will need supplemental watering 

throughout the summer. Soaker hoses attached to timers can make this task care free, but overhand 

watering with a water breaker, wand, or watering can will also work.  

Deep watering that soaks the top several inches of soil more infrequently will be better than more 

frequent shallow irrigation. Deep, less frequent watering encourages plants to set deep roots and will 

condition them to be more resilient during the worst of summer heat. Just don’t give them too much 

tough love when temperatures soar or they’ll die. Watch for leaf wilt, which is okay to some degree 

during the hottest part of the day with direct sunlight, but permanent damage will occur if it goes too 

far. Water as needed paying attention to the plant and soil.  Test the depth of watering by digging down 

in the soil. Many of our natives are more drought tolerant than bedding plants, but can easily be zapped 

out by a heat wave while still establishing. They will need water two to four times (more or less) a 

month depending on the soil type, heat, and sun exposure.  

Once the plants have germinated, mulch the area with a 3-5” layer with forest duff, oak leaves, weed 

free straw, wood chips, or other mulch. Mulch will help keep soil moisture from evaporating, keep the 

plants cooler in the heat and warmer in the cold, and keep weeds from coming back. Mulch also helps 

give a more formal look to a wild garden, especially when a defined border is made. Keep the mulch a 

couple inches off the plant stems to avoid rot. Watering will encourage the weeds as much as it will the 

natives.  

Most natives won’t need fertilizers, 

but could benefit from a very low 

dose compared to vegetables and 

bedding plants. Members of the pea 

family, Fabaceae, like lupines, fix 

their own nitrogen through a 

symbiotic relationship with the soil 

bacteria rhizobium and do not need 

fertilizer. Fertilizer will spur growth 

of any plant, but too much can 

make plants more susceptible to 

drought stress, pests, and disease. 

Aphids love overly fertilized plants. 

Gophers will likely be a problem, or 

at least have been for me. Planting 

from seed may help plants be more 

resilient than planting plugs or 

containerized plants, because their 

roots are more spread out and 

aren’t as likely to be sucked under 

all at once. But, they’re still a tasty 

treat, especially as you give them supplemental water and everything else becomes dry and brown 

around them.  

From the 4” tall, annual miniature lupine to the 5+’ tall, 

perennial bush lupine, the foothills offer a huge variety of 

native lupines. Members of the pea family, Fabaceae, they fix 

their own nitrogen through a symbiotic relationship with the 

soil bacteria rhizobium and enrich soils. They are a favorite 

pollen source for bumble bees. Most do well with direct 

sowing in the fall, though some species may need additional 

treatments to ensure germination. The narrow winged lupine, 

Lupinus albicaulis, pictured here is perennial, blooming later 

than the annuals. 



Building a raised bed with hardware cloth firmly attached to the bottom or sinking hardware cloth into 

the ground 6 or more inches, depending on the species you are growing, will protect plants from 

gophers for years. Individual hardware cloth baskets or pots with their drain holes protected also work. 

The hardware cloth should be made of galvanized steel so that it won’t rust quickly, providing years of 

protection. It should also be made with ¾ inch or smaller holes to prevent gophers from getting through. 

Chicken wire will not work, the holes are too large. This can add a lot of work to planting a garden, but 

will be more carefree long term.  

If you plant without gopher protection, you may need to occasionally trap a gopher wreaking havoc on 

your garden. Several traps and tips are available and effective. One nice thing about spring annuals is 

that they just need to last long enough to set and drop seed. 

Deer may find native plants attractive. Deer fences are the best way to truly protect your garden, but 

can be a lot of work and material to install, and may not be necessary or feasible all the time. Localized 

tactics like spraying coyote urine can be employed to discourage them from particular plants. Many 

natives, like yarrow and coyote mint, with their strong fragrances and flavors, make them less palatable 

and are often left alone. But no plant is truly deer proof, especially in the dry months if your garden is 

still green. 

Plant List: 

Below is a list of 20+ species native to the Sierra Nevada Foothills that have worked for me to direct sow 

in the fall, with no additional seed treatments. There are many other species that this will work for. As I 

experiment and increase the diversity in my garden, I’ll report back with what works and add to this list. 

Let us know what’s worked for you. Your contributions would be much appreciated. Happy gardening! 

There are many ways to think about and organize a list like this, alphabetical by common name, 

scientific name, by family, by blooming period, perennial or annual, etc. I’ll list by scientific name. 

  

Purple Chinese houses, Collinsia heterophylla, grow readily from seed. At 

slightly higher elevations, sticky Chinese houses or tincture plant, Collinsia 

tinctoria, also grows well from seed.  



Sierra Nevada Foothills Native Plant Garden from Seed Plant List 

Scientific Name Common Name Notes 

Achillea millefolium Yarrow Perennial. Wide variety of habitats, attractive lacy 
foliage 

Amsinckia spp. Fiddlenecks Annual. Early bloomer 

Asclepias spp. Milkweeds, narrow leaf 
and purple leaf in lower 
elevations, showy at 
higher elevations 

Perennial. Monarch butterfly host plant. 
Germinates okay, but can be finicky get 
established 

Cirsium occidentale 
var. californicum 

California thistle Biennial. Blooms in second year. Butterfly treat, 
swallowtails visit often 

Clarkia spp. Farewell to spring, many 
other Clarkias 

Annual. Many species, late spring bloomer 

Collinsia spp. Chinese houses and 
tincture plant 

Annual. Beautiful blooms, heavily visited by 
smaller bees 

Corethrogyne 
filaginifolia 

California sand aster Perennial. Silvery blue green foliage, good for dry 
exposed sites. Late summer bloomer 

Daucus pusilus Wild carrot  Annual. Dainty crown of white flowers 

Eriogonum spp. Buckwheats, esp. nude 
and slender 

Annuals and perennials. Good for tough sites, late 
summer bloomer 

Eriophyllum 
confertiflorum 

Golden yarrow  Perennial. Likes rocky soil, prolific blooms in late 
spring, early summer 

Gilia capitata Blue field gilia Annual. Cute spherical heads offer nice contrast 

Lessingia leptoclada Sierra lessingia Annual. Good for tough sites, blooms late in the 
season. Heavily visited by pollinators 

Lupinus spp. Lupine, many species  Annuals and perennials. Most germinate well 
direct sown, unique palmately compound leaves, 
fixes nitrogen and enriches soil 

Monardella 
sheltonii 

Shelton’s coyote mint Perennial. Other species at higher elevations. 
Pollinators love monardella spp. 

Oenothera elata Evening primrose  Biennial or short lived perennial. Night bloomer, 
moth pollinated. Deer love to eat them. 

Penstemon laetus Gay penstemon Perennial. Slow grower, beautiful tubular blooms 

Phacelia spp. Caterpillar plant, other 
phacelias like rock and 
imbricate are also good 
foothill species 

Annuals and perennials. Many species. Scorpioid 
cyme inflorescence is an interesting feature. 
Bumble bees visit regularly 

Pholistima auritum Fiesta flower Annual. Likes a bit of shade, climbs 

Plagiobothrys 
nothofulvus 

Popcorn flower Annual. Early bloomer, Cryptantha spp. are good 
as well 

Solidago velutina Threenerve goldenrod Perennial. S. velutina is heat and drought tolerant, 
good for the foothills. Other spp. good too, but 
more adapted to wet conditions. Slow grower at 
first from small seed, very tough once established. 
Excellent pollinator plant for late summer early fall 
with long blooming period 
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